Development of Compact Rugged Fiber Optic Sensor Probe for Linear and Angular Displacement Measurement
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Abstract—Fiber optic sensors are used to perform non-contact measurement due to many inherent advantages. These sensors are designed to perform measurement with specific performance. The manufacturing tolerance, environmental light, relative position of sensor probe, angle and reflectivity of the target modifies the shape of transfer characteristics. Commercially available fiber optic sensor probe uses long length optical fibers, a separate LED and detector circuit which make it bulky to fit into the actual measurement zone. The performance of the sensor probe is affected by parameters such as manufacturing tolerances, environmental light, temperature, vibrations in measurement zone, placement and reflectivity of the target. The performance of the sensor can be improved if optical fibers of optimum length required to form sensor head and associated electronic circuit are embedded together in compact packaged form. This paper reports a compact rugged three fiber sensor probe which can perform linear and angular displacement measurement. The compact form of sensor module delivers performance close to the expected as per theoretical model. The effect of temperature is minimized using a temperature compensated constant current source to bias LED and the signal conditioning unit is driven by temperature compensated low dropout voltage regulator. The compact size of the sensor module helped to minimize manufacturing tolerances.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Linear and angular displacement measurement is required in many movable structures. Potentiometers are the commonly used sensor for these measurements. Potentiometer suffers with problems of high wear and failure rate, poor signal to noise ratio and increased nonlinearties in the later lifecycle. A contactless measurement principle can help to overcome drawbacks of potentiometer [1]. Sensors developed using optical fiber can perform contactless measurement and offer many inherent advantages over conventional sensors. Fiber optic sensors suitable for measurement of micrometer displacement are reported by researchers [2-8].

The reported sensors for displacement are of different sensor probe configuration viz. bifurcated fiber optic probe, fiber bundle and fiber linear array depending upon the required sensitivity and measurement range. Compared to linear displacement sensor fewer researchers have focused on intensity modulated angular displacement sensors [9]. The angle measurement sensors have symmetric placement of two receiving optical fibers around transmitting fiber are suitable for tilt measurement as they have limited measurement range of few degrees [10-13].

FODS are designed to perform measurement with specific performance. Optical fibers and the reflector of required parameters need to be selected for manufacturing of sensor probe. According to theoretical model optical fibers used in the sensor probe should be parallel with zero spacing between them. Further the tips of transmitting and receiving fibers should be in same plane and the reflector should be perpendicular to the axis of sensor probe. The performance of the FODS gets influenced by environmental light, relative position of fiber probe, angle and reflectivity of the target [14]. Also the manufacturing tolerances will cause deviation to some extent so the performance is different than the expected. The deviation from nominal values modifies shape of the transfer function curve [8, 15]. The commercially available sensor probes use optical fibers of long length in sensor head, separate LED driver and signal conditioning circuit to process the output of detectors. The use of excessive length of optical fibers in sensor head is prone to losses due to bending also increases the cost of the sensor probe. To minimize the tolerances due to manufacturing process, effect of vibrations, bending, temperature and to reduce cost of fabrication present work reports fiber optic sensor probe with embedded signal conditioning unit using single supply suitable for interfacing with ADC to perform linear and angular displacement measurement. The angular displacement measurement range is improved using asymmetric configuration having a transmitting fiber and two receiving fibers placed to same side of transmitting fiber.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND EFFECT OF DEVIATING PARAMETERS ON PERFORMANCE OF SENSOR:

The modeling and experimental behavior of linear and angular sensors is well-known phenomenon due to the extensive research work. Various sensor probe configurations are reported by researchers for linear displacement sensor. The prominent sensor configurations are bifurcated fiber optic sensor probe, fiber linear array and fiber bundle. These sensor probes perform displacement measurements with different sensitivities and measurement range. In the design of fiber optic displacement sensor many components can influence the performance. The performance depends on environmental light, relative position of fiber probe, angle and reflectivity of the target [14]. The measurement with higher sensitivity and larger linear range depends upon design of sensor probe and reflectivity of the target surface and output power of light source. The design of the sensor probe for linear displacement measurement is based on the mathematical model explained by Faria [4]. The light leaving the transmitting fiber is considered as a paraxial wave beam with Gaussian profile given by equation

$$I(x, y, z) = \frac{2P}{\pi w(z)^2} \exp\left(-\frac{2r^2}{w(z)^2}\right)$$  \(1\)

Where r is the radial distance from the fiber center, P is the total power of the emitted light cone at central axis z = 0, w(z) = D tan \(\frac{\Theta}{2}\) is the effective radius of the output optical field, Θ is the acceptance angle of the fiber and D is the sensor probe-reflector distance. The intensity at photo detectors can be estimated by integrating \(I(x, y)\) on the area (A) of detecting regions of receiving fiber as

$$P_{RF} = \int I(x, y) A \, dA$$  \(2\)

To perform angular displacement measurement through angle \(\psi\), the intensity coupled into receiving fibers can be written as [11-12]

$$I(x, y) = \frac{2P \cos(2\psi)}{\pi w(z)^2} \exp\left(-\frac{2[(x^2+y^2)^2]}{w(z)^2}\right)$$  \(3\)

where \(z = Y \sin(2\psi) + D \cos(2\psi) + D\) \(4\)

\(Y_r = Y \cos(2\psi) - D \sin(2\psi)\)  \(5\)

Angle measurement is performed by taking ratio of output of receiving fiber \(RF_6\) to receiving fiber \(RF_5\) given by expression

$$P_{ratio} = \frac{\int I(x, y) A_2 \, dA}{\int I(x, y) A_1 \, dA}$$  \(6\)

Area of the detecting regions of both fibers is defined by following equations as

\[ A_1 = \{(x, y)|[(x^2 + (y + l)^2) \leq r^2]\}\]

\[ A_2 = \{(x, y)|[(x^2 + (y + 2l)^2) \leq r^2]\}\]

In above equations, l is the distance of centers of the receiving fibers from the center of transmitting fiber.

The FODS probe can be designed for doing measurement with specific performance. Fibers of known characteristics should be chosen and placed together along with a reflector. According to theoretical model fiber placement in sensor probe should have no separation between fibers (s), zero offset (h), parallel arrangement of fibers (α=0°) and reflector angle (θr=0°) should be zero. However the manufacturing tolerances will cause deviation of these values to some extent so the performance is different than the expected. The parameter deviation from its ideal value can take any random value within manufacturing limit. The deviation from nominal values modifies the position of peak and shape of the transfer function curve is reported in literature [15] are listed in Table 1. According to theoretical model for development of FODS the values of parameters s, h, α and θr should be zero so the output is as per equation (2). Any deviation in the values of the listed parameters will produce output different than expected. For performing measurement with required sensitivity and linear range of measurement fibers of particular NA, core diameter and number of receiving fibers in the sensor probe should be selected. A simulation program can help user to design the sensor probe for performing measurement with defined sensitivity and measurement range.

All the reported and commercially available fiber optic sensor probe comprise combination of discrete components- an excessive length of optical fibers to form sensor head, mechanical fiber - source/detector coupling arrangement, LED and signal conditioning circuit for detector.
### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deviating Parameters</th>
<th>Inter fiber separation (s)</th>
<th>Longitudinal separation (h)</th>
<th>Angled fibers (α)</th>
<th>Angled reflector (θ&lt;sub&gt;r&lt;/sub&gt;)</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Fiber core radius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effect on</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind region</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear position</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak position</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak intensity</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>Increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Increases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The commercially available sensor probe configurations are bifurcated, linear array and fiber bundle with separate fiber optic amplifier having single trans-receiver facility. Number of fiber optic amplifiers required is decided by number of receiving fibers in the sensor probe which makes the arrangement bulky and costly. A homogenous packaging of sensor components in single module form can make it compact rugged and certainly deliver better performance. The present work demonstrates a cost effective packaged sensor module consisting three optical fibers for performing linear and angular displacement measurements.

### III. DEVELOPED SENSOR MODULE

The developed sensor module consists of three optical fibers in which one is transmitting and two are receiving fibers. Fig. 1a and 1b shows the block diagram of the sensor module for linear and angular displacement measurement. To minimize the effect of temperature the light source and the signal conditioning unit are driven with temperature compensated constant current source and low dropout voltage regulator respectively. To minimize the manufacturing tolerances fibers of optimum length suitable to fit into the probe (2.7 mm) are capsuled with the tips of the transmitting and receiving fibers in the same plane by polishing the tips.

![Figure 1a. Geometry of the proposed sensor configuration for linear displacement measurement](image)

![Figure 1b. Geometry of the proposed sensor configuration for angular displacement measurement](image)

The linear displacement can be performed using it as two fiber probe and three fiber probe. In two fiber case one fiber will be transmitting fiber and one of the two remaining fibers will be receiving fiber. The output of the sensor will be optical power received by receiving fiber RF<sub>a</sub> (P<sub>RFA</sub>) or RF<sub>b</sub> (P<sub>RFB</sub>). Hence linear displacement can be performed with two different sensitivities and measurement range. When used as three fiber probe the measurement can be performed in two different ways (a) output of two receiving fibers can be added (P<sub>RFA</sub> + P<sub>RFB</sub>) to improve sensitivity.

(b) a ratio (P<sub>RFA</sub> / P<sub>RFB</sub>) of outputs of two receiving fibers can be taken to remove variation due to change in reflectivity.

Based on above considerations a three fiber FODS having embedded optical fibers, LED driver and detector receiver circuits is developed. The sensor module is consisting of the three optical fibers of 2 mm diameter and 2.7 cm length. A cable gland assembly is used for holding fibers in parallel to maintain required spacing.
The fiber holding assembly and signal conditioning unit is molded in the solution of Silicone Elastomer Base and Silicone Elastomer Curing Agent in the ratio of 4:1. The mold was heated at 50° C for 4 hours to turn solid. The diameter of the sensor module is 1 CM and the length of sensor module is 8 CM. Fig. 2a shows photograph of developed sensor module and Fig. 2b shows photograph of cable gland assembly for holding fiber.

To study the behavior of developed sensor module for linear displacement in the experimental arrangement the reflector was mounted on the travelling stage with micrometer scale arrangement. The reflector was illuminated by the light cone emitted the transmitting fiber. The reflector was displaced in step of 0.2 mm and corresponding output voltage of signal conditioning circuit was acquired using ADC of microcontroller unit. The experimental setup for linear displacement measurement is shown in Fig. 3a.

To study angular displacement response the sensor probe was mounted on rack and pinion arrangement to coincide the axis of rotation of reflector with the axis of transmitting fiber and to adjust the sensor probe–reflector distance (D). The rotation of reflector was controlled by stepper motor interface circuit connected to microcontroller as shown in Fig 3b.

The reflector was illuminated by the light cone emitted by the transmitting fiber. The light intensity of reflected cone collected by two receiving fibers is converted into electrical signal using detector and signal conditioning unit in the sensor probe. The output of the signal conditioning unit connected to the ADC pins of microcontroller unit is acquired by PC using a software PLX-DAQ. For angular displacement the reflector is rotated in 1.8° steps by stepper motor.

IV. Simulation And Experimental Studies Of Linear And Angular Displacement Measurement

A simulation program to study behavior of sensor for linear displacement is developed in MATLAB. To study the performance an optical fibers of numerical aperture 0.4 and radii of 1mm are considered. For linear displacement performance a bifurcated sensor probe with one transmitting and one receiving fiber is considered. For calculating intensity at photo detector of receiving fibers RF₁ and RF₂, the center to center distances are l₁ and 2l₁ respectively. The linear displacement of the reflector is in the step of 0.2 mm.

For angular displacement measurement ratio of output intensities of receiving fibers RF₁ and RF₂ is taken. The angular displacement response of the developed sensor module is studied by simulation program using equation (6).
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of simulation program are verified experimentally and the plots of outputs of sensor for receiving fibers RFₐ and RFₜ for linear displacement are shown in Fig. 4a and 4b respectively. From graph it is seen that the experimental outputs for both receiving fibers are in close agreement with simulated results.

The front slope sensitivity of RFₐ for displacement measurement using receiving fiber RFₐ is 0.56/mm and the measurement range is 1.4 mm. The front slope sensitivity for displacement measurement using receiving fiber RFₜ is 0.21/mm of linear displacement and the measurement range is 3.6 mm.

The response of the sensor for angular displacement is shown in fig 5

Figure 4a. Response of displacement sensor for receiving fiber RFₐ

Figure 4b. Response of displacement sensor for receiving fiber RFₜ

The sensor measures angular displacement with a sensitivity 0.065/° with a measurement range of 36°. The suggested three fiber arrangement improved range of measurement up to 36° as compared to few degrees in sensor probe having transmitting fiber at center between two receiving fibers.
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